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ABSTRACT
Coherent division of legal document bundles, whether this is done
in the context of court bundles, briefs or some other application, is
a time consuming and challenging task. We propose an approach
whereby this process can be automated. Two variations are consid-
ered. The first addresses the scenario where the topic labelling is
pre-defined and adopts a supervised learning approach. The sec-
ond addresses the scenario where the topic labelling, for whatever
reason, is not specified in advance and adopts an unsupervised
learning approach. This paper reports on an investigation of both
mechanisms using accident claims bundles. The evaluation results
indicate that the proposed approaches can be successfully applied
to divide legal document bundles.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→Artificial intelligence; Infor-
mation extraction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We tackle the task of dividing a document into discrete pages. In
information processing terms, this process involves segmenting an
electronic document, or set of electronic documents, into a set of
individual pages ready for printing, a process embedded into many
software systems such as word processors and text editors. In the
legal domain, we often need to structure and order legal document
bundles (“collections”) according to subject/topic. Essentially, we
derive a sorted list of information and evidence relevant to a le-
gal case, whilst also including an additional index, summary and
chronology.
Pagination is a challenging problem to apply in practice because
of the varied content and size of the document bundles to be pag-
inated. Regardless of whether court bundles, briefs or any other
form of legal document bundle is under consideration, the docu-
ment collections are typically unstructured, are comprised mostly
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of scanned documents and can run to several thousand pages. Pagi-
nation is therefore a time consuming task for any legal concern.
This paper presents a machine learning approach to automated
processing of document bundles. The idea is that given a docu-
ment bundle, the pages are paginated according to k subjects/topics.
The subjects can be predefined in terms of a set of k labels, L =
{c1, c2, . . . , ck }, or can be automatically identified from within the
content of the document. Pagination using predefined labels is es-
sentially a supervised learning classification problem, whereas
pagination without predefined labels is essentially an unsuper-
vised clustering problem. Both approaches are considered in this
paper. Whatever the case, the idea is that each page in a document
bundle is assigned a class label so that the bundle is divided accord-
ing to topic. Such a document representation enables users to easily
detect the boundaries between different kinds of information in the
bundle. It also allows users to arrange the bundle according to the
topics (classes).
On completion of the process, each page is tagged with a refer-
ence date and a short text summary. A reference date is typically
related either to: (i) when the report was typed or (ii) when the
event described occurred. Reference dates were extracted from
text by exploiting the presence of specific keywords appearing in
the proximity of parsed dates (such as referral, date reported, ref,
date/inserted and attendance). However, there will be pages that
do not contain any reference date. This is likely to happen when a
block of related pages include a reference date only in the first page.
In this case, all the pages not containing any dates were assumed to
be the continuation of the last reference date found in the text. In
some cases it may be the case that indexing information is included
in the page header or footer, in which case this can be utilised for
grouping pages. Finally, the text summary, for each page, was auto-
matically extracted using the TextRank summarisation algorithm
[15, 16].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. A review
of related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 then presents
the supervised pagination mechanism where the labels are pre-
specified, whereas Section 4 presents the unsupervised mechanism
where the labels are derived by the system. The evaluation of the
proposed pagination approaches is presented in Section 5 together
with some discussion. Finally, some conclusions are presented in
Section 6.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
Text classification is the process of automatically labelling textual
documents with a predetermined set of categories (classes). It is
a popular task in Machine Learning [11, 12]. In the legal domain,
text classification can be used to organise large data collections in a
structured manner. A good overview of standard natural language
processing tasks and techniques, including text preprocessing, clas-
sification and clustering, is given in [1]. Examples of where the
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utility of text mining has been explored in the context of the legal
domain can be found in [19] and [4].
The work reported in [19] was directed at an investigation of
the application of text classification with respect to a corpus of
131,830 court rulings, from the French Supreme Court, up until 2016;
although not in the context of pagination. The Bag of Words (BoW)
feature vector representation, based on unigrams and bigrams, was
used. Three scenarios were considered: the categorisation of cases
according to legal area, the prediction of the outcome of a case in
the data set and the prediction of the period when the case was
adjudicated on. Different classification models were used for each,
although in each case the model was built using an ensemble of
multiple Support Vector Machines [9]. Eight classes defining the
legal areas were used, six and eight classes defining outcomes (two
sets of experiments) and seven time interval classes. The reported F1
measures of 98%, 96% and 87% for the three classifiers respectively
indicate a successful utilisation of text classification techniques in
the legal domain.
In [4] the use of text classification was considered in the context
of court dockets as used in the United States’ legal system. Three
scenarios were experimented with: the detection of docket errors,
the matching of orders with motions and, as in the case of [19], out-
come prediction. For the docket error detection, context information
was added. Four categories of docket error were considered; it was
argued that automatically detecting these types of errors enhanced
the quality control procedures required prior to the submission
of a legal bundle to court. The matching of orders with motions
was treated as an information retrieval task given that it was likely
that there would be a high correlation between the two. Motions
and orders were represented using Term Frequency - Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (TF-IDF) and compared using the cosine similarity.
Outcome prediction was conducted in a binary manner using a
binary classification model trained using n-gram frequency vectors
where n ranged from 1 to 4 (a minimum frequency of eight was
used). For the evaluation, a 10-fold cross-validation was adopted to-
gether with a Support Vector Machine classifier [9]. The evaluation
demonstrated that a good outcome prediction model (F1 = 95%)
could be learnt without involving any human intervention.
The work presented in [19] and [4] was not directed at pag-
ination, although the work did indicate the potential for using
text classification techniques for pagination purposes. To the best
knowledge of the authors, there is no previous work directed at the
pagination problem using text classification techniques, as proposed
in this paper. However, there are examples where an unsupervised
(clustering) approach has been applied to the pagination problem.
Examples can be found in [8] and [20].
In [8] the authors reported on the outcomes from a series of
clustering experiments considering large heterogeneous law firm
collections of legal documents (such as law reports). They consider
both hard clustering (a candidate document can only be assigned
to a single cluster) and soft clustering (a candidate document can
be assigned to multiple clusters) solutions. The hard clustering,
that is of interest with respect to the work presented in this paper,
was conducted using the well-known k-means clustering algorithm
and the TF-IDF feature vector representation also used in [4] for
classifying US legal system dockets. To evaluate the outcomes, para-
legal researchers were asked to assess the quality of the resulting
clustering. They rated the best clustering results achieved to be
both topically coherent and useful to legal practitioners.
3 PAGINATION USING PREDEFINED (FIXED)
LABELS
Given a legal document bundle to be paginated, in many cases the
relevant legal teams are aware of the topics that they wish to be
highlighted with respect to the pagination task. This knowledge
comes from experience. This is particularly the case where legal
firms are working in specific litigation domains, for example insur-
ance litigation, where the legal team “know what they are looking
for”. The proposed mechanism is to build a classifier covering the
identified set of topics, expressed in terms of a set of k classes
{c1, c2, . . . , ck }. To build such a classifier we require training data.
In the case of legal firms, where pagination is a regular activity, a
rich repository of examples is typically available. For the evaluation
presented in Section 5, medical claims data was used that had been
previously manually paginated; a time consuming process.
Before any classification model can be built, the documents must
be represented in some manner. For the proposed mechanism, each
page of a selected bundle is represented by a feature vector rep-
resentation, because this is the standard representation used with
respect to most supervised and unsupervised learning models. Thus
each page in each bundle is represented by a vector of features
V = {v1, . . . ,vn }. Six feature vector representations were consid-
ered with respect to the work presented here, three founded on
the Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation and three founded on the
concept of Topic Modelling using LDA [3]: (i) Standard BoW, (ii)
Normalised BoW, (iii) TF-IDF BoW, (iv) LDA generated using a stan-
dard BoW input, (v) LDA generated using a Normalised BoW input
and (vi) LDA generated using a TF-IDF BoW input. A word in this
context is a word n-gram (either a uni-gram, bi-gram and tri-gram).
Prior to generating the individual representations, the bundles
are first pre-processed by applying stemming and stop word re-
moval to the text. Punctuation symbols and other noisy characters,
introduced as a result of the Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
tool used when scanning bundles, are also removed. This is followed
by word pruning where very frequently occurring words and rare
words; which, by definition, will not be good discriminators of class,
are removed from the collection. A frequently occurring word is
considered to be one that appears in 80% or more of the pages in
the bundle, whilst a rare word is considered to be one that appears
in 20% or less of the pages in the bundle. The remaining words are
then used to generate the required representations.
The BoW representation is the simplest. Using the BoW represen-
tation each page in the bundle is represented in terms of a feature
vector of length n where n is the number of n-grams considered.
For the Standard BoW the feature vector is defined in terms of a
frequency histogram of the selected n-grams, one histogram (fea-
ture vector) per page. For the Normalised BoW representation the
Euclidean norm | | ®V | | was used to give normalised frequency values,
values between 0.0 and 1.0.
For the TF-IDF BoW representation, as the name suggests, TF-IDF
values were used. TF-IDF is a common measure used in text min-
ing applications [17] where, given a key word, its Term Frequency
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(TF) in the current page is divided by the (Inverse) Document Fre-
quency (IDF) across the bundle; the effect is to decrease the weight
for commonly used terms and increase the weight for uncommon
terms.
Topic modelling is a statistical technique for identifying “top-
ics” in a collection of documents (pages within a bundle). LDA is
a widely used topic modelling mechanism [3]. When using this
mechanism, a document is represented as a mixture of topics that
are present in the bundle. In the context of the proposed pagination
system, topics are sets of n-grams (as defined above). Topics were
extracted from text through a Gibbs sampling-based approach [10].
At first, each n-gram in the bundle is randomly associated to one
of the k topics of interest; k = 50 was used with respect to the
evaluation presented later in this paper. To improve the random
assignment, an iterative approach was followed to optimise the
product between the two probabilities p1(t |d) and p2(w |t) given as
follows:
• p1 (t |d): the proportion of words in page d that are assigned
to topic t .
• p2 (w |t): proportion of assignments to topic t , over all pages
in the bundle, that come from n-gramw .
During each iteration, each word was reassigned, to the same or
a new topic, with probability p1 × p2. After a large number of
iterations, the algorithm reaches a state where topic assignments
are stable. Three different versions of LDA were considered, each
founded on one of the BoW representations considered (see above).
Experiments were conducted using a number of classification
techniques: Naïve Bayes [21], Logistic Regression [13] and Random
Forest [5]. The results are presented in Section 5.
4 PAGINATION USING UNSPECIFIED LABELS
Where appropriate training data is not available, or the purpose
of the pagination is exploratory in nature, in other words, the
legal team does not know in advance what they are looking for,
pagination using unspecified labels is required. In other words, we
wish to cluster the bundle into k topics/classes. Again there are a
range of clustering algorithms available but the simplest, and that
adopted with respect to the evaluation presented later in Section 5,
is k-means clustering [14]. The challenge here is on deciding the
number of clusters (k) to be generated. Two potential mechanisms
for determining the optimal clustering granularity are the Elbow
method [2] and Average Silhouette analysis [18].
The idea of the Elbow method is to generate a set of cluster
configurations using a range of values for k . For each cluster con-
figuration, the Within Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) score is
calculated. This provides a measure of how far the points inside a
cluster are from their centroid. A line chart is then generated by
plotting the calculated WCSS scores as a function of the number
of clusters. The Elbow method selects a value for k in such a way
that adding another cluster will not provide a better modelling of
the data. In other words, the WCSS scores tend to decrease as k is
increased. The location of an “elbow” in the line plot is generally
considered to be the point where there is an abrupt decrease in
the WCSS score. The corresponding k value is then selected as the
appropriate number of clusters.
Silhouette analysis provides a measure of how similar each point
in a cluster is compared to other clusters in a given cluster config-
uration. The Silhouette coefficient s for a point i is calculated by
considering the mean distance between i and all other points in a
cluster compared to mean distance between i and the points in the
nearest neighbour cluster. Thus:
si =
(b − a)
max (a,b) (1)
where b is the mean distance between i and all the points in the
nearest neighbour cluster, and a is the mean intra-cluster distance.
Each silhouette coefficient ranges from −1 to +1, where a high
value indicates that the point i is highly correlated with the current
cluster. This is equivalent to saying that the resulting clusters are
well defined with intra-cluster variances greater than inter-cluster
similarities. The average silhouette score calculated across all the
points quantifies the quality of a clustering configuration. Following
this criterion, one should select the value of k which provides
the maximum average silhouette score. With respect to the work
presented in this paper, the Elbow method and Silhouette analysis
were combined; the Elbow method to derive a value for k and the
Silhouette analysis to confirm the selection.
Once the clusters had been generated, a second challenge was
to assign labels to these clusters. Contrarily to the supervised case
where labels are specified by the user, clustering provides only a
way of grouping pages with similar contents. To provide clusters
with explicative labels, the most frequent keywords appearing in
each cluster were matched with a pre-built domain specific lexicon
that included words labels. Experiments were conducted using the
same six representations as those used for fixed label pagination.
The results are presented in Section 5.
5 EVALUATION
To evaluate the fixed label and unspecified label automated bundle
pagination process, medical record bundles were used of the form
that might be used in accident claims litigation, as described in
Sub-section 5.1 below. Experiments were conducted using the six
different representations described in Section 3. The advantage of
the fixed label, classification, approach is that there are well estab-
lished methods for determining the effectiveness of such systems
where the predicted class value can be compared to the known
(ground truth) value [7]. For the fixed label pagination, three classi-
fication models were considered: Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression
and Random Forest. The accuracy results are given in Sub-section
5.2. For the unspecified label pagination approach, cluster separa-
tion and cohesion were used to measure the effectiveness of the
approach; the accuracy results are given in Sub-section 5.3.
5.1 Data Set
An accident claims data set was used for the evaluation compris-
ing 70 bundles that had been previously paginated, ranging in size
from 17 to 6934 pages with an average size of 1858 pages1. For the
fixed label pagination evaluation the label set L = {“blood test”,
1Work is progressing on generating much larger training/test data sets, further cate-
gories will also be included. This dataset contains sensitive information which prohibits
us from making it publicly available at this stage.
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Average Cross Validation
Representation Naïve Bayes Logistic Regression Random ForestPrecis. Recall F1 Precis. Recall F1 Precis. Recall F1
Standard BoW 93.36% 92.99% 92.99% 95.72% 95.66% 95.64% 97.55% 97.49% 97.5%
Norm. BoW 94.49% 94.33% 94.3% 93.72% 93.49% 93.46% 97.56% 97.49% 97.5%
TF-IDF BoW 94.45% 94.33% 94.3% 95.09% 94.82% 94.79% 97.55% 97.49% 97.49%
LDABoW 92.1% 91.83% 91.72% 92.16% 91.83% 91.73% 90.58% 90.49% 90.28%
LDANorm BoW 81.22% 76.99% 74.05% 80.67% 79.16% 76.55% 77.1% 77.33% 76.82%
LDAT F−IDF BoW 78.12% 76.33% 74.27% 79.22% 77.83% 75.56% 73.01% 72.33% 71.99%
Table (1) Average Classification performance (%).
“consent form”, “consultation note”, “gp record”} was considered. For
each category, 100 different sample pages were manually selected.
For the fixed label pagination, a 5-fold Cross Validation (5CV) anal-
ysis was performed with each fold including 70% of the data as
training set. For the unspecified label pagination, a bundle com-
posed of 120 pages (30 pages in each category) was considered.
5.2 Fixed Label Pagination
For the evaluation of the fixed label pagination the metrics used
were Precision, Recall and the F1 measure. Recall gives us an indi-
cator of a classifier’s performance with respect to false negatives,
while Precision gives an indicator of a classifier’s performance with
respect to false positives. The F1 score is the harmonic average
of the Precision and Recall. In the context of paginating document
bundles, users are interested in overall performance, hence the F1
measure is a good summarising measure.
Table 1 gives the average cross validation results obtained, in
which it can be seen that the BoW representations produced the
best F1 measures. LDA provides the best F1 measure only in the
second validation set using Standard BoW and Naïve Bayes. The
best results were produced by the Random Forest classifier coupled
with a BoW representation (see line 1 in Table 1). A breakdown of
the results obtained using the the Random Forest classifier is given
in Table 2 with respect to the second validation set for which the
best results were achieved. Table 2 indicates that there is a good
quality of prediction over the four categories of pages. However,
inspection of the test data indicated that there was a case where
a “consultation note” page was associated with a “gp record” label.
This is partly because of the nature of GP records which include
information about a patient’s health history, such as diagnoses,
medicines, tests, allergies, immunisations and treatment plans. A
consultation note represents correspondence between primary care
physicians and specialists regarding a patient’s condition. Terms
like “dear doctor”, “Yours sincerely”,“consultant”,“Re:” are typically
included in a consultation note. In this particular case, none of
these were included in the consultation note. In addition, a list of
medications was included in the note which led the classifier to
associate it to “gp record”. A similar outcome was observed for the
other validation sets where a consultation note was included in
“blood test” and “page record” pages. The classifier associated the
label “consultation note” to both pages.
5.3 Unspecified Label Pagination
For the evaluation of the unspecified label pagination approach
the separation between clusters was considered. Recall that the
proposed approach uses the Elbow method to derive a value for k
to be used in the k-means clustering which is then validated by the
Silhouette method. The evaluation was conducted with respect to
Figure (1) Elbow analysis of the Unspecified Label Pagina-
tion approach.
the six identified document representations. For the Elbow analysis
the k-means clustering was performed for values of k ranging from
2 to 20 clusters. The resulting Elbow charts are presented in Figure
1. From the Figure an “Elbow point” can be identified at k = 4,
particularly in the case where the LDA representation is built using
a normalised bag-of-words. Analysis of silhouette coefficients ob-
tained by clustering the bundles using this representation confirms
k = 4 as the optimal cluster granularity.
Oncewe have the optimal number of clusters, each of the six BoW
representations were clustered using k-means (k = 4). Ground truth
data was exploited to compute the homogeneity, completeness and
V-measure of the resulting clustering. A clustering result satisfies
homogeneity if the clusters contain data points belonging to a
single class. Completeness captures the capacity of the clustering to
group together all the elements of one class. Both scores have values
between 0.0 and 1.0. The V-measure, a conditional entropy-based
external cluster evaluation measure, is defined as the harmonic
mean of the homogeneity and completeness. A good clustering
produces large values of both homogeneity and completeness. Table
3 shows the values of these metrics for the six BoW representations.
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [6] was applied to visually
analyse the obtained clusters. In general, the goal of this analysis
is to detect meaningful dimensions that allow analysts to explain
observed similarities or differences (distances) between the investi-
gated clusters. However, MDS can be applied to reduce the number
of features in the data with the aim of visually identifying which
observations are similar.
Figure 2 shows the 2-dimensional cluster separation for the best
clustering configuration obtained using the TF-IDF BoW representa-
tion. Each point in the figure represents a page within the document
bundle. Clusters 1 and 2 in the figure represent the classes “consent
form” and “gp records”, respectively. These two clusters can be eas-
ily identified. All the “consent form” data points were associated
to the same cluster. Regarding the classes “consultation note” and
“blood test” (Cluster 3 and 4 in Figure 2), 29 out of 30 data points
were correctly associated to the correct cluster for both classes. This
approach was least effective in clustering pages belonging to the
“gp records” class. A total of seven “gp records” pages were assigned
to the wrong cluster. In particular, four data points were assigned to
the cluster containing “blood test” while the remaining three were
included in the cluster containing consultation notes. This is due to
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Random Forest
Representation blood test consent form consultation note gp recordPrecis. Recall F1 Precis. Recall F1 Precis. Recall F1 Precis. Recall F1
Standard BoW 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 96.66% 98.3% 96.77% 100% 98.36%
Norm. BoW 100% 96.66% 98.3% 100% 100% 100% 96.66% 96.66% 96.66% 96.77% 100% 98.36%
TF-IDF BoW 96.66% 96.66% 96.66% 100% 100% 100% 96.66% 96.66% 96.66% 100% 100% 100%
LDABoW 93.33% 93.33% 93.33% 96.66% 96.66% 96.66% 100% 96.66% 98.3% 90.32% 93.33% 91.8%
LDANorm BoW 73.33% 55% 62.85% 100% 100% 100% 41.93% 43.33% 42.62% 42.1% 26.66% 32.65%
LDAT F−IDF BoW 45.83% 73.33% 56.41% 100% 96.66% 98.3% 38.88% 23.33% 29.16% 28% 23.33% 25.45%
Table (2) Classification performance (%) for the Random Forest classifier; results reported for each page category.
Representation Completeness Homogeneity V-measure
Standard BoW 0.61 0.4 0.48
Norm. BoW 0.78 0.78 0.78
TF-IDF BoW 0.81 0.81 0.81
LDABoW 0.66 0.64 0.65
LDANorm BoW 0.78 0.41 0.54
LDAT F−IDF BoW 0.71 0.43 0.54
Table (3) Clustering performance for the six BoW repre-
sentations.
Figure (2) Visualisation, using 2-dimensional scaling, ap-
plied to the clustering obtained using the TF-IDF BoW rep-
resentation.
the great variability of data included in “gp records”. In summary,
the evaluation results obtained indicated that a process for selecting
k by first determining its value using the Elbow technique, and then
checking this using Silhouette Analysis, was appropriate.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Two mechanisms for automatically paginating bundles of legal
documents have been presented. The first, fixed label pagination,
adopted a supervised learning approach using a pre-defined set of
labels and a training set. The second, unspecified label pagination,
adopted an unsupervised learning approach. In both cases a range
of document representations were considered for accident claim
bundles of the form that might feature in accident claim litigation.
In the case of the fixed label pagination approach, three alternative
classifier generation models were used; it was found that Random
Forest classifier generation and the standard BoWs document rep-
resentation produced the best result. A best F1 score of 99.19% was
recorded. In the case of unspecified label pagination, where cluster
cohesion and separation were used as the performance metrics, it
was found that the TF-IDF BoW produced the best result. The pro-
cess allows the automatic extraction/parsing of useful information
which speeds up case management. The proposed system is being
tested by a group of legal professionals, and their initial feedback
is positive. This testing is instructive in designing a system that
will be maximally helpful for legal professionals operating in this
domain. Ongoing work involves investigating how to filter pages
according to their relevance to the case under examination.
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